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In this verse of Hafez: 

  Kuh-e anduh-e ferâqat be če hilat bekešad 

Hâfez-e xaste ke az nâle tan-aš čon nâl-i-st 

there are three recordings: Hilat/ Hâlat/ Tâqat and there is disagreement 

among the editors of Hafez’ Divan over them. Choosing any of these 

three recordings is valid from the lexical point of view, but only one of 

them can be the Hafez’ final selection. Hilat in addition to its known 

common meaning“ploy, stratagem”, beside xaste “injured, diseased” 

refers to another meaning: “medicine”. Furthermore, what strengthens 

the status of Hilat is its relation to ancient mechanical engineering term. 

The word bekešad in this verse strengthens this hypothesis, which due 

to translation, corresponds to Jarr “lifting” in the Ilm-u Jarr al-Aθqâl 

“science of lifting weights”. In the scientific tradition of the islamic 

Middle Ages, the Ilm al-Hiyal “the science of devices”, covers the 

whole tradition of Islamic practical mechanics, in contrast to theoretical 
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mechanics represented by the Ilm al-Aθqâl / Jarr al-Aθqâl “the science 

of (lifting) weights”. 

 

 However, the other two recordings:  

Hâlat and Tâqat are not completely unreasonable; the texts that Hafez 

was influenced by, can be a reason for the relative acceptability of the 

recording of Tâqat. From the homonymy and amphibology point of 

view Hâlat has also a special meaning, which has been less noticed by 

the commentators and editors of Hafez’ Divan; These figures of speech 

are based on the manuscripts’ styles of writing, which the writers and 

poets of the past - at least in a certain period - paid full attention to. This 

article seeks to examine the reasons for the relative acceptability of the 

two other recordings, and examine the preference of the Hilat from 

textual and rhetorical point of view as the final recording of Hafez.    

  

Research method, background and purpose: 

Paying attention to the recording of manuscripts (=the 

date/multiplicity/importance of the manuscripts) is a necessary 

condition for any scientific-critical correction. However, this criterion 

is not absolutely decisive in preferring one recording over another. The 

correction of any recording, in addition to relying on the recording of 

manuscripts, must be based on research/textual research/text documents 

and also rely on rhetorical principles. In other words, besides paying 

attention to the recording of manuscripts, rhetorical and textual 

meanings are also useful and open the way. For example, in the verse: 

 Kuh-e anduh-e ferâqat be če hilat bekešad 
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Hâfez-e xaste ke az nâle tan-aš čon nâl-i-st 

 

According to the book of variations of Hafez' ghazals (based on fifty 

manuscripts of the 9th century), the recording of the phrase be če hâlat 

has been reported in three ways: be če hâlat / be če hilat / be če tâqat. 

Each of these three forms is justified and the manuscripts that support 

them are also worthy of consideration. In this situation, the corrector 

may mechanically take the side of the majority and the oldest of the 

manuscripts and choose the recording be če hilat and maybe he/she is 

right in this choice; but there are reasons and evidences that this method, 

at least in the correction of Hafez’ Divan is not always correct, and in 

some cases, it leads to the preference of an unfavorable form. Another 

corrector may choose the recording of be če hâlat according to the 

importance, authenticity and validity of the 827 AH manuscript 

(Xalxâli), and also the recording of be če tâqat may also be preferred 

by the corrector with the help of some evidence. Now the question 

arises, who is right in the meantime? 

In this essay, while paying attention to the state of the manuscripts, we 

have tried to choose the appropriate form through searching in the 

common texts of Hafez’ era and also a relative knowledge of Hafez’ 

rhetoric. 

 

Discussion and review: 

Regarding the verse Kuh-e anduh-e ferâqat be če hâlat bekešad/ Hâfez-

e xaste ke az nâle tan-aš čon nâl-i-st, the recording be če tâqat is 

documented to a written manuscript between 813 and 834 AH and an 

undated one from the 9th century. Although the manuscript support of 
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this recording is not reassuring, this issue alone cannot be the main 

reason for the refusal of this recording. Rather, as it was discussed, 

despite the possibility of Hafez being influenced by previous texts, and 

in other words, having textual documentation, in addition to the 

weakness of the manuscript support, in terms of rhetorical tricks, this 

recording has less priority and importance compared to the other two 

recordings and despite being flawless, it does not match Hafez’ rhetoric. 

In the meantime, be če hâlat has a special status. This recording is 

documented both in terms of the manuscript support of the 827 A.H, 

which is a reliable manuscript, and it also has a feature and rhetorical 

detail that we mentioned as spelling amphibology, and it is not unlikely 

that, considering Hafez’ interest to amphibology, before be če hilat, 

which in our opinion is the final recording of Hafez, has attracted 

Hafez’ attention and show a period of the aesthetics of his poetry; this 

is the amphibology that has not been paid much attention before. 

 

Conclusion: 

In the end, we consider be če hilat to be the final form among the three 

mentioned recordings and, of course, the most appropriate one with 

Hafez’ rhetoric, for the following reasons: First, this recording has a 

strong manuscript support compared to the other two. Secondly, there 

are significant textual documentations in works such as Tabaqât al-

Sufiyyah, Kimiyâye Saʾâdat, Axlâq-e Nâseri, Qâbusnâme and Kašf al-

Asrâr, which use hilat in the meaning of “medicine”, and according to 

the influence of Hafez from the texts before him, the poet by using this 

word in addition to xaste (= the patient) has created amphibology. 
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We see the same amphibology about the verb to kešidan  “to pull”  with 

hilat (which conjures up to the mind the meaning  Jarr al-Aθqâl “the 

science of lifting weights” and Ilm al-Hiyal “the science of devices”, 

which were two practical and theoretical branches of ancient 

mechanics, and today and in modern sciences, they are discussed under 

the title of mechanical engineering science). This is the discussion 

which Hamidiyân has mentioned earlier - of course, with doubts- but 

the authors believe that in this regard, it is possible to go beyond the 

possibility of the reference to the Ilm al-Hiyal and Jarr al-Aθqâl and 

consider it almost certain, and the recording hilat is the final and 

preferred recording of Hafez in this verse. 

The last point regarding the superiority of the hilat over the other two 

recordings is that due to the proximity of the word kuh “mountain” to 

hilat. We did not think it unlikely that due to Hafez’ mastery of the 

Arabic language, he had an opinion on haylah which Dehxodâ quoting 

Aqrab al-Mawâred has recorded the meaning “stones that fall down 

from around and on the sides of the mountain and become many” for it. 

The result is that we believe that, along with the stronger support of 

manuscripts, all the above reasons confirm the preference of hilat. 

Keywords: Hafez, Divan; Critical Edition; Hilat; Hâlat; Tâqat. 
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